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Abstract
Internet of Things is one of the most important components of modern technological systems. It allows the real time
synchronization and connectivity of devices with each other and with the rest of the world. The radio frequency identifi-
cation system is used as node identification mechanism in the Internet of Thing networks. Since Internet of Things
involve wireless channel for communication that is open for all types of malicious adversaries, therefore many security
protocols have been proposed to ensure encryption over wireless channel. To reduce the overall cost of radio frequency
identification enabled Internet of Thing network security, the researchers use simple bitwise logical operations such as
XOR, AND, OR, and Rot and have proposed many ultralightweight mutual authentication protocols. However, almost all
the previously proposed protocols were later found to be vulnerable against several attack models. Recently, a new
ultralightweight mutual authentication protocol has been proposed which involves only XOR and Rotation functions in its
design and claimed to be robust against all possible attack models. In this article, we have performed cryptanalysis of this
recently proposed ultralightweight mutual authentication protocol and found many pitfalls and vulnerabilities in the pro-
tocol design. We have exploited weak structure of the protocol messages and proposed three attacks against the said
protocol: one desynchronization and two full disclosure attacks.
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Introduction

The Internet of Thing (IoT) network refers to the
Internet enabled devices which can be accessed globally
on real time basis. These globally connected devices are
being used in large number of applications such as
smart grids, autonomous vehicles, and wearables. To
communicate with the IoT nodes, object identification
is a primary requirement. The identification techniques
that are being used for node discovery are radio fre-
quency identification (RFID) system, barcodes, quick
response (QR) codes, and so on. The RFID system is
preferred by the IoT networks due to high scan speed,

unique identification, and non-line of sight scanning
capabilities. The applications that use radio frequency
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system for node management are termed as RFID-
enabled IoT networks. The identity management sys-
tem for such platforms mainly involves three compo-
nents: the tag (T ), the reader (R), and the backend
database (D). The T is attached to the device which
needs to be identified and the R is connected to the D
which contains detail information of all the associated
tags.

Since the R communicates with the T over a wire-
less channel which is open for all types of adversaries
(A), therefore some cryptographic suites must be
incorporated to secure this channel. The traditional
cryptographic methods are not suitable to ensure the
security because of resources constraints at tag’s side.
Pedro Peris-Lopez et al.1 proposed an ultralightweight
category of authentication protocols for extremely
low-cost computational systems, that is, the passive
RFID tags. The protocols from this class involves
simple bitwise logical operations in their designs to
conform to the Electronic Product Code (EPC) C1G2
standards. According to the EPC C1G2 standard, a
low-cost passive tag contains 10K gates out of which
only 4K gates are allocated for the security-related
tasks.

Since 2006, several ultralightweight mutual authen-
tication protocols (UMAPs) have been presented.
Some of the prominent authentication protocols are
lightweight mutual authentication protocol (LMAP),1

efficient mutual authentication protocol (EMAP),2

strong authentication strong integrity (SASI) proto-
col,3 robust confidentiality integrity and authentica-
tion (RCIA) protocol,4 and pseudo-Kasami code
based mutual authentication protocol (KMAP).5

However, to the best of our knowledge, almost all the
previously proposed UMAPs were reported to be vul-
nerable against multiple denial-of-service (DoS),
desynchronization, and full disclosure attacks.
Recently, Tewari and Gupta proposed a new UMAP
using only XOR and Rot functions.6 The authors have
used several formal and structural security analysis
tools to prove the robustness of the proposed UMAP
against all possible attacks. In this article, we have
performed cryptanalysis of their UMAP and high-
lighted some structural weaknesses. We have pro-
posed three attack models against Tewari and Gupta
protocol: one desynchronization and two full disclo-
sure attacks.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section
‘‘Related work’’ presents the literature review. Section
‘‘Tewari and Gupta protocol’’ introduces the authenti-
cation algorithm followed by detail security analysis in
section ‘‘Security analysis of Tewari and Gupta proto-
col.’’ Section ‘‘Comparison’’ analyzes our cryptanalysis
approach and some recent attack models. Finally, sec-
tion ‘‘Conclusion’’ concludes the paper.

Related work

The RFID system is one of the widely deployed identi-
fication schemes in the field of ubiquitous computing.
The system uses radio frequency for unique and auto-
matic identification of the objects. The RFID system
mainly comprises three components: the tag (T ), the
reader (R), and the backend database (D). The T is a
low-cost electronic chip that communicates with the R
over the wireless channel for basic identification and
authentication. The D stores the detailed information
about all the tags and the reader. Usually, the channel
between the R and the D is considered to be secure
since there is no power constraint at the database side
and traditional cryptographic algorithms (advanced
encryption standard (AES), international data encryp-
tion algorithm (IDEA), elliptic curve cryptography
(ECC), etc.) can be used to ensure the security and pri-
vacy. Because of limited computational capability at
the tag’s side, these traditional cryptographic algo-
rithms cannot be used to secure the channel between
the T and the R. The level of the security and the pri-
vacy of an RFID system is directly associated with the
cost of the T . The high-cost tags can support greater
on-chip resources and therefore can support standar-
dized encryption algorithms. While the low-cost passive
RFID tags can support only bitwise logical operators
to secure the wireless channel between the R and the
T . In 2007, Chien classified the cryptographic proto-
cols in four major categories:3

1. Full-fledged protocols: These protocols include
classical cryptographic techniques such as the
symmetric cryptography, the asymmetric cryp-
tography, and the hash function. Because of
adequate on-chip resources, active high cost
RFID tags are capable to support security pro-
tocols under the umbrella of full-fledge class.

2. Simple protocol: This class of protocols can
incorporate only pseudorandom number gen-
erator (PRNG) and the one-way hash function.

3. Lightweight protocols: The protocols fall under
this class can support lightweight PRNG and
cyclic redundancy check (CRC) and are suitable
for many IoT applications.

4. Ultralightweight protocol: According to the
EPC C1G2 standard, the protocols can support
only 4K gate equivalents and therefore, only bit-
wise logical operators and ultralightweight pri-
mitives (Rotation,Recursive hash, etc.) can be
used to perform security-related tasks.

In this research paper, our focus will be on ultralight-
weight protocols. Over the last decade, the researchers
have proposed many (over 1000 protocols) UMAPs.
Unfortunately, most of the previously proposed
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UMAPs were reported to be vulnerable against simple
DoS and full disclosure attacks. A comprehensive sur-
vey of the UMAPs and their weaknesses is presented as
follows.

The foundation of UMAPs was laid by Pedro Peris-
Lopez in 2006. Pedro Peris proposed three ultralight-
weight authentication protocols, that is, LMAP,1

EMAP,2 and M2AP (minimalistic mutual authentica-
tion protocol).7 All these protocols use triangular func-
tions T�functionsð Þ, that is, AND,OR, and XOR. The
computational cost of LMAP and M2AP was 300 gate
equivalents whereas EMAP used only 150 gates for
implementation. The security standards of these proto-
cols were ensured via randomness test suits: Diehard,8

ENT,9 and NIST.10 In 2007, detail cryptanalysis of
these protocols was preformed.11,12 The researchers
exploited inherent week diffusion property of
T�functions to perform probabilistic and deterministic
full disclosure attacks. Multiple successful desynchroni-
zation attack models were also proposed by blocking
tag authentication challenge message.

In 2007, Chien proposed the SASI protocol.3 Chien
introduced a non-triangular function, that is, Rot(x, y)
that performs left rotation of x by the hamming weight
(HW) or modular weight of y. The basic requirements
for implementation of the rotation function were two L

bit registers (L refers to number of bits of session key)
and a clock. Since single-bit left rotation requires one
clock cycle, introduction of non-triangular function
(nonT�function) increased the strength of SASI at the
cost of elevated execution time and gate equivalents.
The cryptanalysis of the SASI protocol presented multi-
ple desynchronization attack schemes.13 Successful full
disclosure and traceability attacks were also launched
by exploiting the weakness of modular operation used
in rotation function.14,15

Later, Gossamer,16 Yeh et al.,17 and David–Parsad18

protocols were proposed. These protocols used single
non T�function to enhance the confusion and diffusion
abilities of the public messages. The security analysis of
these protocols demonstrated their lack of robustness
against multiple structured and non-structured attack
models.

After 2011, the strength of UMAPs was enhanced
using multiple nontriangular primitives. One of the ini-
tial protocols that belonged to this category was the
RFID authentication protocol using permutation
(RAPP).19 The RAPP provided tag–reader authentica-
tion assurance using two non T�functions, that is, rota-
tion (Rot(x, y)) and permutation (Per(x, y)). The
permutation function increased the efficiency of the
protocol at the cost of increased memory requirement
and execution time. In Shao-hui et al.20 and Ahmadian
et al.,21 the authors exploited the weakness of permuta-
tion function to reveal the HW of the operands. This

limitation became the basis of full disclosure and
desynchronization attacks on the RAPP.

In 2016, H Luo et al.22 proposed a new ultralight-
weight primitive, that is, the conversion function
(Conv(x, y)) for succinct and lightweight authentication
protocol (SLAP). The conversion function was com-
posed of three non-triangular functions, that is, group-
ing, rearranging, and composition. All these
subfunctions were bitwise shuffling techniques; there-
fore, conversion function did not require excessive
hardware and was suitable for low-cost RFID tags. M
Safkhani and N Bagheri23 presented security analysis
of SLAP and identified a very simple desynchroniza-
tion attack which required only five authentication ses-
sions between the R and the T to make them
permanently desynchronized.

From above discussion, we can conclude that since
last decade numerous UMAPs have been proposed1–
5,7,16–18,20,22 but the cryptanalysis models highlighted
their weakness and made these protocols unsuitable for
practical tags11–13,15,20,21,23 Therefore, there is an
immense need of new ultralightweight primitives and
the UMAPs that could ensure the security of the sys-
tems optimally.

Tewari and Gupta protocol

To provide robust authentication solution to IoT node
authentication problem, Tewari and Gupta came up
with a non�triangular UMAP. For the completeness,
they have used some formal security analysis models to
verify the robustness of the protocol.

The protocol assumes that the channel between the
R and the T is open for A. Each T stores an L bit iden-
tification number (ID) (L can be 32, 64 and 96 bits
depending on the size of identification system) and two
latest values of dynamic variables, which are, pseudo-
nym and key ½(IDSnew, IDSold), (Knew,Kold)�. The read-
er’s memory also stores above-mentioned five L bit
numbers associated with each tag. The memory archi-
tecture of the T and the R implementing Tewari and
Gupta protocol is given in Table 1.

The detail explanation regarding execution of the
protocol is described as follows:

1. The R transmits Hello message to the T . The T
sends a pair of latest pseudonyms
(IDSnew, IDSold) as a response.

2. The values received by the R are searched in the
memory. The outcome of the search can be
divided into two categories.

CASE I: The T and the R are in complete synchro-
nization and the received pair of pseudonyms is
present in reader’s memory. In this case, the R will
replace value of old pseudonym with latest index
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pseudonym present in reader’s memory

Reader IDSold =Reader IDSnew ð1Þ

Reader Kold =Reader Knew ð2Þ

Case II: The tag’s IDSnew is not found at reader’s
side and tag’s IDSold is equal to reader’s IDSnew. This
case arises due to unsuccessful tag’s authentication
in previous session. As a result, the pair of pseudo-
nyms and keys at reader’s side assumes latest values
transmitted by the tag

Reader IDSold =Reader IDSnew = Tag IDSnew ð3Þ

Reader Kold =Reader Knew = Tag Knew ð4Þ

Once the tag is identified, the authentication at
both ends is performed on the basis of latest
dynamic variable.
After successful tag identification, the R generates
two L bit random numbers m and n. The R also cal-
culates and transmits message P Qj jj jR

P= IDS � n� m ð5Þ

Q=K � n ð6Þ

R=Rot Rot K � n, IDSð Þ,K � mð Þ ð7Þ

3. The message P and Q are used for extraction of
random numbers m and n, respectively. Message
R is used for the R authentication. For reader
verification, the T calculates local value of R

and compares it with the received value. The R
is successfully authenticated if both the values
match.

4. In this step, the T calculates and transmits mes-
sage S. After transmitting tag authentication
challenge message S, the dynamic memory at
tag’s side is updated using equations (9)–(12)

S =Rot Rot IDS � n,Kð Þ,R� mð Þ ð8aÞ

A variant of the protocol uses another expression
of the message S which is defined as follows

S =Rot Rot IDS � m,Kð Þ,R� nð Þ ð8bÞ

5. TheR calculates the response of the T authenti-
cation challenge S0. If both challenge and
response messages are equal, the T gets success-
fully authenticated. After mutual authentica-
tion, dynamic variables of reader’s memory are
updated using following equations

IDSold = IDSnew ð9Þ

Kold =Knew ð10Þ

IDSnew =Rot Rot IDS � n,K � nð Þ, IDS � mð Þ ð11Þ

Knew =Rot R� n, IDS � mð Þ ð12Þ

The block diagram for representation of Tewari and
Gupta protocol is presented in Figure 1.

Table 1. Memory architecture of Tewari and Gupta protocol.

Storage location: tag and reader

Variable ID IDSnew IDSold Key(Knew) Key(Kold)
Size 96 bits 96 bits 96 bits 96 bits 96 bits
Nature Static Dynamic Dynamic Dynamic Dynamic

Figure 1. Block diagram of Tewari and Gupta protocol.
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Security analysis of Tewari and Gupta
protocol

The Tewari and Gupta protocol6 is a non�triangular

UMAP which incorporates two ultralightweight primi-
tives, that is, XOR and Rot(x, y). Instead of using tradi-
tional HW-based rotations, the protocol uses the
modular rotation (MR) function to increase the com-
putational complexity of the protocol’s equations.
However, in our cryptanalysis models, we have shown
that how this novel idea results in calamity of the pro-
tocol. We have proposed one simple desynchronization
and two full disclosure attack models on the protocol.
The detailed description of the attacks is presented as
follows.

Desynchronization attack

In the desynchronization attack model, the A discon-
nects an authentic T from the RFID system. The
objective of this cryptanalysis model is to tamper the
dynamic memory of the R and as a result, the protocol
terminates at the identification stage.

Two design properties of the Tewari and Gupta pro-
tocol form the basis of successful desynchronization
attack on the T . These properties are described as
follows:

� The tag’s static identification number (ID) is
never used for public message calculation.

� The R overwrites the dynamic memory associ-
ated with the T without formal verification of
the tag’s identity.

The above-mentioned attributes of the protocol lead
to the desynchronization attack. The description of pro-
posed attack model is described as follows.

As discussed in section ‘‘Tewari and Gupta proto-
col’’ (step b), if the tag and the reader’s index pseudo-
nyms are not in complete synchronization, the R
updates its dynamic memory with the latest value of
IDS received from the T as a response to the Hello mes-
sage. Our proposed attack model exploits this feature
of the protocol to execute deterministic desynchroni-
zation attack. The model requires two consecutive
identification sessions on a completely synchronized
tag–reader pair:

Session 1: In the first session, the A eavesdrop the
response of the reader’s Hello message ½IDSi, IDSi�1�
and blocks the tag authentication challenge message
S. As a result, the identity pseudonyms in tag’s mem-
ory are updated, that is, ½IDSi+ 1, IDSi� whereas the
reader’s dynamic memory remains same, that is,
½IDSi, IDSi�1�.

Session 2: In this session, the A impersonates as an
authentic T and responds to the reader’s Hello mes-
sage with the string ½IDS0, IDSi�. The IDS0 is a L bit
random number whereas IDSi was recorded by the A
in earlier session. The reader’s memory search con-
cludes partial synchronization between the T and
the R and the protocol updates the reader’s dynamic
memory using equation (13)

Reader IDSnew =Reader IDSold = IDS0 ð13Þ

At the end of this session, the identity pseudonyms
on reader’s side assume an invalid value, that is, (IDS0)
whereas the values of IDS stored at the tag’s side are
(IDSi+ 1, IDSi). After the successful execution of desyn-
chronization attack, the protocol will always terminate
in the identification phase. Table 2 elaborates the mem-
ory status of tag–reader pair subjected to desynchroni-
zation attack.

Probabilistic full disclosure attack

We have used Hernandez-Castro et al.15 lemma in order
to simplify the MR function. Our proposed probabilis-
tic attack model is active in nature since we need to
block one authentication message and it requires only
one authentication session to retrieve all of the secrets.
The attack executes as follows:

Step 1: After receiving the Hello message, the legiti-
mate T responds with two values of IDS

(IDSnew, IDSold). Since the channel is wireless there-
fore, the A can listen their conversation and hence
stores both values.
Step 2: Upon receiving of IDS (both new and old),
the legitimate R sends P, Q, and R messages to the
legitimate T . The A again intercepts these messages,
stores them, and performs following operations to
fully disclose the concealed secrets.

The intercepted messages are

P= IDS � m� n ð14Þ
Q=K � n ð15Þ

R=Rot Rot K � n, IDSð Þ,K � mð Þ ð16Þ

Table 2. Memory status of tag–reader pair during
desynchronization attack.

Session Reader memory
status

Tag memory
status

Initial state IDSi IDSi�1 IDSi IDSi�1

Session i IDSi IDSi IDSi+ 1 IDSi

Session i + 1 IDS0 IDS0 IDSi+ 1 IDSi

Khalid et al. 5



Since the authors have used the MR functions, and
according to lemma,15 equation (16) can be simplified
as follows with 1=L probability (where L denotes the
size of ID)

R=Rot Rot K � n, IDSð Þ, 0ð Þ ð17Þ

Further simplification of equation (17) will result in

R=Rot K � n, IDSð Þ ð18Þ
R=K � n ð19Þ

The success rate of equation (19) is 1=L2.

Step 3: Upon successful authentication, the T calcu-
lates and transmits message S (equation (8a)) toward
legitimate reader; however, the A first intercepts this
message and then blocks this message from reaching
at the reader’s side so it may not update its pseudo-
nyms. The A performs following computations in
order to retrieve the concealed secrets.

The A uses the same lemma15 to simplify message S

as well and after simplification, the message S calcu-
lated will become

S = IDS � n ð20Þ

Now, take XOR between equations (19) and (20)

S � R= IDS � n� K � n ð21Þ
S � R= IDS � K ð22Þ
K = S � R� IDS ð23Þ

Since all of the variables in equation (23) are publicly
known (S,R, and IDS) therefore we can easily extract
the value of secret key (K). Furthermore, by substitut-
ing the value of K in publicly known equations, the
remaining secrets can be disclosed as well.

Since Q=K � n and P= IDS � m� n, we can cal-
culate the remaining concealed values

n=Q� K ð24Þ
m=P� IDS � n ð25Þ

The success rate of the proposed attack model is
1=L2 and it can be further improved using recursive dif-
ferential cryptanalysis (RDC) for simplification for the
MR-based equations.

Guess and determine attack

This attack model exploits the poor composition of the
protocol messages design and shows that the plain use
of double rotation function can make the protocol a
soft target for the adversaries. The guess and determine

attack is a passive model with the success probability
of 1=22L, that is, for a 96-bit system the probability will
become 1=2192. In this attack model, the A first collects
and stores all publicly exchanged messages
(P,Q,R, and S) of the protocol. Then A performs fol-
lowing steps to retrieve the concealed secrets
(m, n andK):

1. Take XOR between message P andQ

P� Q= IDS � K � m� K � n ð26Þ

P� Q= IDS � K � m ð27Þ

2. All of the variables in equation (27) are public,
except K andm; however, A knows the output
of J =P� Q that will be used as a seed for
guess and determine model. The equations (28)–
(30) will be used to execute the guess and deter-
mine attack

J =P� Q ð28Þ

A= J � IDS ð29Þ

A=K � m ð30Þ

In order to compute these secrets, the A applies
the guess and determines model in following man-
ner: A generates all the possible combinations
(strings of L bit) of K andm that can yield A in a
sequential manner using equation (30). For example,
if (starting from most significant bit (MSB)) ith bit
value of Ai = 1, then (for one conjecture combina-
tion) ith bit of Ki = 1 while mi = 0 and if i+ 1 bit or
any succeeding bit of Ai+ 1 = 1, then Ki+ 1 = 0 while
mi+ 1 = 1 and similar method will be used Ai = 0 as
well.

3. Use all conjecture sets of m to calculate conjec-
ture n sets

n=P� IDS � m ð31Þ

All sets of conjecture n will have the error on the
same position as that of m.

4. Now, shortlist only those combinations of con-
jecture secrets n and K which satisfy equation
(15) and discard the remaining conjecture sets.

5. Since all of the variables IDS,K,m, and nð Þ are
basically computed from pseudo random num-
ber generators (PRNGs) which actually hold
the balance and run properties and hence com-
puted random sequences contain equal number
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of 0s and 1s. Because of this fact, use of double
rotation function can be dangerous since it can
get back the original operands (internal secrets).
Therefore, the following lemma has been
proposed

Lemma 1

W =Rot Rot X , Yð Þ, Zð Þ

If hw Yð Þ= hw Zð Þ thenW=X

Figure 2. Example of guess and determine attack model.
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6. Now, let us apply Lemma 1 on equation (16)
and if R=Q only then this attack will work;
otherwise, attacker will wait for the next authen-
tication session. However, if the protocol mes-
sages have been computed using PRNGs, then
because of poor message compositions this will
happen all the times (verified over 10, 000

sessions).
7. Similarly, after validating R=Q, the message S

from equation (8b) will become S = IDS � m.
Now, there are two ways to compute to retrieve
conjecture m:

� Take XOR between the IDS and shortlisted com-
binations of m (step d). Then compare the result
with S and select that string which satisfies
received S. If there is a disagreement at a single
bit position, conjecture m can be calculated by
flipping the bit at position of disagreement.
After retrieval of m, rest of the secrets can be
easily calculated from equations (14) and (15).

� Taking XOR between IDS and S can also give the
same results.

Figure 2 shows the working of the attack model with
8-bit variable length. Although the proposed model
uses the brute force technique but the possible combina-
tions of K and m are shortlisted with the success prob-
ability of 1=22L using string A.

Comparison

In this section, we have compared our cryptanalysis
model with existing attacks on the said protocol. As of
today, two passive full disclosure attacks were reported
in Safkhani and Bagheri24 and Wang et al.25 Unlike the
existing attacks, our proposed cryptanalysis model
exploits the structural weakness of MR primitive;

therefore, our cryptanalysis model can be applied to a
wide range of protocols that use Rotation function.
Moreover, we have also highlighted the desynchroniza-
tion attack for the said protocol which shows the struc-
tural weakness of the protocol. Table 3 shows a
comparison of the cryptanalysis models.

Conclusion

Recently, a new UMAP has been proposed by Tewari
and Gupta6 and they have used only Rot(x, y) and XOR

operations in their design. The protocol was claimed to
be robust against all possible adversarial models. In
this article, we have challenged their claim of being
robust against desynchronization and full disclosure
attack. We have proposed three attack models and
highlighted the vulnerabilities of the protocol. The
utmost pitfall in mutual authentication protocol is that
the tag’s ID is not at all used throughout the authenti-
cation session which eventually leads toward desyn-
chronization, denial of service, and even full disclosure
attacks.
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Table 3. Comparison of full disclosure attack models.

Proposed attack Passive attack #124 Passive attack #225

Requirements of adversary Eavesdrop single authentication session Eavesdrop single
authentication session

Eavesdrop single
authentication session

Basics of full disclosure attack Utilization of structural weakness of modular
rotation to estimate IDS�m

Brute force attack
to estimate IDS�m

Brute force attack to
estimate IDS�m

Probability of full
disclosure attack P

Probabilistic
attack

� �
= 1=L2

P
Guess and
determine

attack

0
@

1
A= 1=22L

P= 1 P= 1

Basics of full desynchronization
attack

Utilization of protocols ability to update readers
dynamic memory without authentication

– –

Probability of desynchronization
attack

P= 1 – –
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